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A Dictionary of Birds

2013-06-27

a dictionary of birds enlists contributions from over 280
ornithologists and other specialists from around the world
major authoritative articles cover the field of modern
ornithology and related subjects many of them running to
several thousand words in addition there are articles on all
the bird families almost all of which are illustrated by a
representative species there are also numerous short entries
defining special terms application of names etc the total
gives a text of over 800 000 words supported by more than 500
photographs drawings and diagrams the photographs have been
selected under the guidance of eric hosking to illustrate
different activities of birds and robert gillmor has
assembled a collection of over 200 drawings of birds almost
all of which were specially drawn for the dictionary compiled
for the british ornithologists union this new work is in line
of succession from newton s a dictionary of birds of 1896 and
landsborough thomson s a new dictionary of birds published in
1964 2nd impression 1965 and now long out of print this
dictionary encyclopedic in treatment is destined to be a
major reference in any ornithologist s library and its
editors and contributors most of whom gave their time and
knowledge freely have earned the thanks and acclaim of users
for many years to come

A Dictionary of Birds

1896

birdwatchers often come across bird names that include a
person s name either in the vernacular english name or
latinised in the scientific nomenclature such names are
properly called eponyms and few people will not have been
curious as to who some of these people were or are names such
as darwin wallace audubon gould and gilbert white are well
known to most people keener birders will have yearned to see
pallas s warbler hume s owl swainson s thrush steller s eider
or brünnich s guillemot but few people today will have even
heard of albertina s myna barraband s parrot guerin s
helmetcrest or savigny s eagle owl this extraordinary new
work lists more than 4 000 eponymous names covering 10 000
genera species and subspecies of birds every taxon with an
eponymous vernacular or scientific name whether in current
usage or not is listed followed by a concise biography of the
person concerned these entries vary in length from a few
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lines to several paragraphs depending on the availability of
information or the importance of the individual s legacy the
text is punctuated with intriguing or little known facts
unearthed in the course of the authors extensive research
ornithologists will find this an invaluable reference
especially to sort out birds named after people with
identical surnames or in situations where only a person s
forenames are used but all birders will find much of interest
in this fascinating volume a book to dip into time and time
again whenever their curiosity is aroused

A Dictionary of Birds

1893

this is the most complete and up to date dictionary of names
of american birds available with more than 900 entries all
the resident birds of the 50 states are included as well as
escaped exotic and rare visitors including the etymologies
and meanings of scientific and common names it will be an
indispensable reference for both scholars and amateur birders
crisply written and extensively cross referenced for ease of
access the book is graced by more than 25 striking drawings
by renowned ornithologist and bird artist george miksch
sutton this book is only available through print on demand
all interior art is black and white

A Dictionary of birds

1982

billedværk

Dictionary of Birds

1883

includes biographical appendix bibliography and englis latin
glossary

The Eponym Dictionary of Birds

2020-03-19

over a thousand species of birds are illustrated in color in
this beautiful and valuable book which shows birds belonging
to virtually every living family and set largely in their
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natural habitats the author s selection shows the world of
birds at its most brilliant colorful and interesting the main
text which follows the color photographs is arranged as a
dictionary and gives concise and authoritative descriptions
of all the illustrated species as well as the main groups and
other closely allied species details include habitat
migration mating habits and other particularly interesting
activities a general introduction describes the evolution and
present day adaptation of bird life to the environment it is
illustrated by and black and white drawings of the basic
anatomic structures found in birds from dust jacket

Dictionary of Birds of the United States

2009-09-29

excerpt from illustrated bird dictionary and note book water
birds game birds and birds of prey all birds of this family
have lobate web bed feet that is each toe has a distinct web
this species has a black white and gray plumage in summer the
whole back of neck is jet black while in winter it is gray
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the
art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

Ornithological Dictionary of British
Birds

1831

this dictionary gives the derivation and meaning of all valid
scientific bird names many fascinating details emerge from
the author s meticulous work in tracking down obscure
meanings a short but very informative introduction explains
the history and purposes of scientific nomenclature andthe
basic features of latin in this context it also discusses the
ways in which birds have been named for their appearance for
a person or place or for some aspect of their habitat
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behaviour food or voice or with reference to their native
language name there is a full bibliography at the endof the
volume each part of the name is defined separately so that
passer domesticus for example will not be found as such but
both passer and domesticus are explained in their respective
alphabetical places the usefulness of the dictionary will
thus not be affected by future taxonomic revisions of generic
orspecies names about 8500 names are defined including a
selection of historical synonyms this book will find a
permanent place on every ornithologist s shelf and will be a
valuable reference source for everyone whose work or
interests bring them into contact with birds

DICTIONARY OF BIRDS (CLASSIC REPRINT).

2022

uniquely the present work will present in one place the
vernacular names of the almost ten thousand birds of the
world in about fifty languages it should thus serve as a
valuable reference work and source of information that has
been scattered through field guides scientific journals
coffee table volumes and across the internet often buried
under all sorts of other data the compilations draw on
official or other generally recognized authority wherever
possible and alternates are given where space permits while
the very fact that such extensive lists may just by their
existence in future carry some authoritative weight in
standardization of bird names that is not its primary purpose
which is to present in a more useful format the nomenclature
that is already in use

The Dictionary of Birds in Colour

1974-01-01

a comprehensive dictionary of the meaning and derivation of
scientific bird names many scientific bird names describe a
bird s habits habitat distribution or a plumage feature while
others are named after their discoverers or in honour of
prominent ornithologists this extraordinary work of reference
lists the generic and specific name for almost every species
of bird in the world and gives its meaning and derivation in
the case of eponyms brief biographical details are provided
for each of the personalities commemorated in the scientific
names this fascinating book is an outstanding source of
information which will both educate and inform and may even
help to understand birds better
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Ornithological Dictionary; Or,
Alphabetical Synopsis of British Birds

1802

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations
in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this
work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Dictionary of American Bird Names

1985

uniquely the present work will present in one place the
vernacular names of the almost ten thousand birds of the
world in about fifty languages it should thus serve as a
valuable reference work and source of information that has
been scattered through field guides scientific journals
coffee table volumes and across the internet often buried
under all sorts of other data the compilations draw on
official or other generally recognized authority wherever
possible and alternates are give

The Dictionary of Birds in Color

1974

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references
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library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations
in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this
work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Illustrated Bird Dictionary and Note Book

2017-11-19

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A Dictionary of Scientific Bird Names

1991

uniquely the present work will present in one place the
vernacular names of the almost ten thousand birds of the
world in about fifty languages it should thus serve as a
valuable reference work and source of information that has
been scattered through field guides scientific journals
coffee table volumes and across the internet often buried
under all sorts of other data the compilations draw on
official or other generally recognized authority wherever
possible and alternates are given where space permits while
the very fact that such extensive lists may just by their
existence in future carry some authoritative weight in
standardization of bird names that is not its primary purpose
which is to present in a more useful format the nomenclature
that is already in use
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Burridge's Multilingual Dictionary of
Birds of the World

2008

this illustrated dictionary provides detailed descriptions of
british birds and their habits it includes information on the
birds physical characteristics behavior and habitats the book
is intended for bird watchers ornithologists and anyone
interested in british wildlife this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to
be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Helm Dictionary of Scientific Bird Names

2010-06-30

this illustrated dictionary provides detailed descriptions of
british birds and their habits it includes information on the
birds physical characteristics behavior and habitats the book
is intended for bird watchers ornithologists and anyone
interested in british wildlife this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to
be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public we appreciate your support of the preservation process
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Illustrated Bird Dictionary and Note Book

2015-02-19
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uniquely the present work will present in one place the
vernacular names of the almost ten thousand birds of the
world in about fifty languages it should thus serve as a
valuable reference work and source of information that has
been scattered through field guides scientific journals
coffee table volumes and across the internet often buried
under all sorts of other data the compilations draw on
official or other generally recognized authority wherever
possible and alternates are given where space permits while
the very fact that such extensive lists may just by their
existence in future carry some authoritative weight in
standardization of bird names that is not its primary purpose
which is to present in a more useful format the nomenclature
that is already in use

Burridge's Multilingual Dictionary of
Birds of the World

2009

excerpt from ornithological dictionary of british birds vi
the classification of naturalists according to the character
of their works which closes this introduction is an imperfect
attempt to direct the student in his choice of books
according to his peculiar wants and wishes about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works

Illustrated Bird Dictionary and Note Book

2016-04-22

this is a reproduction of the original artefact generally
these books are created from careful scans of the original
this allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it
in the way the author intended since the original versions
are generally quite old there may occasionally be certain
imperfections within these reproductions we re happy to make
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these classics available again for future generations to
enjoy

A New Dictionary of Birds

1964

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have
not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to
bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where
there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they
represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these
old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for
future generations to enjoy

Illustrated Bird Dictionary and Note Book

2022-10-27

the author defines more than 1100 words and terms in this
illustrated dictionary for the birdwatcher its attraction for
the relative novice is obvious but it is equally directed to
experienced birdwatchers who will find succinct definitions
of terms that are new to them and of others that they have
understood none too well among the appendices is a full list
of species on the british and irish list arranged in voous
order and with categories of status in britain and ireland
whatever the user s ornithological expertise the book will
expand or confirm his or her knowledge and offer at the same
time an absorbing and entertaining browse as a good
dictionary should

Burridge's Multilingual Dictionary of
Birds of the World: Japanese

2008

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
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generally available to the public we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Ornithological Dictionary of British
Birds

2023-07-18

Ornithological Dictionary of British
Birds

2023-07-18

A Dictionary of Birds

2013-10

A Dictionary of British Birds

1866

Supplement to the Ornithological
Dictionary, Or Synopsis of British Birds

1813

Nomina Anatomica Avium

1979

Burridge's Multilingual Dictionary of
Birds of the World

2008
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A Dictionary of British Birds

1846

Ornithological Dictionary of British
Birds (Classic Reprint)

2017-05-19

Ornithological Dictionary of British
Birds

2020-05-11

The Illustrated Bird Watcher's Dictionary

1980

A Dictionary of English and Folk-Names of
British Birds; with Their History,
Meaning, and First Usage, and the Folk-
Lore, Weather-Lore, Legends, Etc

2012-01

The Birdwatcher's Dictionary

2010-11-30

The Illustrated Dictionary of Australian
Birds by Common Name

1987
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A Dictionary of English and Folk-names of
British Birds

1968

A Dictionary of English and Folk-names of
British Birds, with Their History,
Meaning, and First Usage, and the
Folklore, Weather-lore, Legends, Etc.,
Relating to the More Familiar Species

1968

A Dictionary of English and Folk-names of
British Birds; With Their History,
Meaning, and First Usage, and the Folk-
lore, Weather-lore, Legends, Etc.,
Relating to the More Familiar Species

2022-10-27
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